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1. INTRODUCTION 
Linear and one counter languages are among the most studied families of 
context-free languages (Greibach [11-14], Boasson [4], Book et al. [6], 
Ginsburg and Spanier [10], Paterson and Valiant [21]). One reason for this 
is that they are defined by natural restrictions on grammars or pda's. On the 
other hand, rather precise and deep results are known for the families of 
languages obtained by iterated substitution of linear (respo of one counter) 
languages (Greibach [11, 12], Ginsburg and Spanier [10], Yntema [21]); for 
instance, iterating substitution of linear languages yields the nonexpansive 
languages. 
Since substitution corresponds to a nesting of the pushdown stack 
(Ginsburg [8]) a result like Yntema's theorem stating that there are 
expansive one counter languages means that some of the restrictions on the 
pushdown store or on the grammar cannot be simulated by others. In Fig. 1 
the main results known so far are sketched concerning the "geography" of 
linear and one counter languages within the context-free languages. 
Surprisingly enough, only a few results (mainly due to Greibach [11, 12]) 
are known about the families of languages obtained by iterated Substitution 
of linear into one counter languages and vice-versa. The aim of this paper is 
to fill the gap. 
Our main result (Theorem 5) states that all families of languages obtained 
by iterated substitution of linear and one counter languages are distinct. In 
terms of pda's, this means that the order of nesting the pushdown store is 
characteristic for such a family of languages. 
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We obtain our main result as a consequence of more precise claims 
(Theorem 2 and 4). Let Lin and Rocl be the family of linear and of 
(restricted) one counter languages, respectively, and denote by f~/  the 
family of languages obtained by substituting languages from ~z  into 
languages from S .  Then the family of languages obtained by a fixed 
sequence of substitution operations from linear and one counter languages 
can be represented by a "word" over the "letters" Lin and Rocl. Thus 
Lin Rocl Lin Lin 
is the set of all languages obtained by first substituting linear languages into 
linear ones, then afterwards into restricted one counter languages and finally 
into linear languages. 
We show that for two families of languages t l  and -~2 of this type, the set- 
theoretic inclusion .~ c -~2 holds if and only if, considered as words over the 
letters Lin and Rocl, _~ is a subpattern of-~2- Thus a given family of 
languages .~ of this type contains only a finite number of families of this 
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FIG. 2. Notation: ._~ for Ycl. f for Lin. 
kind. This result describes the "geography" of the set of all families of 
languages obtained by alternating substitution of the linear and the restricted 
one counter languages. Figure 2 shows how Fig. 1 can be completed. 
Results are obtained for full (semi-) AFLs which are not necessarily 
context-free, but satisfy a condition which we call strong incomparability. 
We show (Theorem 4) that the linear and the (restricted) one counter 
languages are strongly incomparable. This is an extension of Yntema's 
theorem mentioned above and also of a result of Greibach [11] concerning 
the language of palindrome words. We thus obtain a more precise 
description about the position of certain widely used languages within the 
family of context-free languages. 
The remainder of the paper is divided into three parts. The first one 
concerns basic definitions and notations used throughout the paper. The 
second one contains the results and their proofs, except for Theorem 4. The 
proofs in this part are rather formal and quite easy. The third part is devoted 
to the proof of Theorem 4. This proof is long and relies on strong results in 
formal language theory. 
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2. NOTATIONS 
We use the terminology of Ginsburg [8] and Harrison [17] with the 
exception of some convenient abbreviations. 
We assume that a family of languages i always symmetric, i.e., contains 
isomorphic copies of its elements. A ful l  semi-AFL (resp. full AFL)  is a 
family of languages closed under morphism, inverse morphism, intersection 
with regular sets, and union (and moreover under product and star). The full 
AFL of regular languages i denoted by ~q~. 
Given two families of languages S and ~K / we denote simply by S~¢" 
(instead of the notations td~"  or Sdb (-~, ~ used elsewhere) the family of 
all languages z(L), where L is in S and T is a substitution such that z(a) is 
in J~" for each letter a. It is well known that S1($2Y3)= (_~¢~1_~2) $3, and 
further that S~"  is a full (semi-)AFL if f and ~¢" are full (semi-) AFLs. 
The least full AFL containing a given full semi-AFL f is ~f ;  we denote it 
by L~. 
A full semi-AFL t is substitution closed iff .~  = f .  The substitution 
closure of f ,  i.e., the least family of languages containing i and closed 
under substitution, is the full AFL 
f *  =~USUf2U. . .  U f "U . . . .  
In the sequel, we use the notion of strong incomparability. Two full semi- 
AFLs f and ~¢" are strongly incomparable iff 
Lt ~ S~/*  and J f  4: J fS*  
This of course implies that f and ~¢" are not full AFLs. It also implies that 
f and J l  are incomparable (i.e., _~¢"  and f f~5.~)  and even that 
f 4:~¢'* and ~/~ S*  (for assume f c~¢'*; then since ~ c t ,  one has 
L~ = ~_~ c S J "* ) .  The most difficult (and also, as we believe, the most 
interesting) part of the paper will be the proof that the full semi-AFLs of 
linear and of restricted one counter languages (which we define below) are 
strongly incomparable. Linear languages are defined as the languages 
generated by linear context-free grammars, i.e., the grammars whose right 
members of productions contain at most one nonterminal symbol. Let PAL 
be the language of palindrome words over the alphabet {a, tL b, b}, with 
grammar S ~ aSd, S ~ bSb, S ~ c. It can be shown that linear languages are 
precisely the full semi-AFL generated by PAL (see, e.g., Berstel [3]). 
One counter languages are defined (see, e.g., Greibach [11]) as the 
languages accepted by pda's with just one pushdown stack symbol and with 
reinitialization. Restricted one counter languages are the same but without 
the reinitialization condition. Let D be the one-sided Dyck language over two 
letters a, d (with grammar S ~ SS,  S ~ aSd, S ~ e). Then it can be shown 
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that the (restricted) one counter languages are precisely the full (semi-) AFL  
generated by D (see, e.g., [3]). For the present purpose, this can be taken as 
the definition. We denote by Lin and Rocl the full semi-AFLs of linear and 
of restricted one counter languages, and by Ocl the full AFL  of one counter 
languages. 
A word w = a laz ."  an (with a i letters) is a subpattern of a word w' iff 
there are words w 0, wl,..., w n such that w' = w0 a~ w~ a 2 ..- a n w,. 
3. RESULTS 
We first present the AFL-theoretic formulation of the results, and then 
give the concrete application we are mainly interested in. 
Let ~¢" and ~ be two fixed full semi-AFLs, and let S(j~¢', 3 )  be the set of 
all full semi-AFLs 
c~ lc~2.-. ~ , ,  with n >i 1, ~ = d or ~ = ,P. 
Then S(d ,  ~)  is a semigroup with respect o substitution. 
Let A = {a, b} be a two letters alphabet, and let h :A + ~ S(d ,  ~)  be the 
mapping defined for 
W z C1 02 " " " Cn ,  C i = a or c i = b, 
by ~ '= h(w) = ~ c~ 2 ... c~ n, where ~ = d if c i = a, ~ = ~ if c i = b. Then h 
is a semigroup homomorphism. 
THEOREM 1. I f  J and ~ are strongly incomparable full semi-AFLs, 
then the semigroup S(~ ¢, ~)  is free. 
This means that whenever 
with n ,m>~l  and ~,~j  equal to ~¢ or ~,  then n=m and ~=~[  for 
i = 1,..., n. 
The following result is more precise: 
THEOREM 2. Assume that d and 3 are strongly incomparable, let w, 
w' be in A +, and define ~ '= h(w), ~ '  = h(w'). Then 
~ c ~"  iff w is a subpattern of w'. 
Theorem 1 is a straightforward consequence of Theorem 2. 
Theorem 2 is proved by a systematic use of the following lemma due to 
Greibach [ 12]. 
643/49/2-2 
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LEMMA. Let S ,  ~/ ,  f ' ,  ~"  be full semi-AFLs. I f  f ~"  ~ f '~" ,  then 
f ~ S ' or J / ca l , " .  
Proof of Theorem 2. The if-part is straightforward. The only if-part is 
proved by induction on the length of the word w. If  w is a letter, say w = a, 
then w' contains the letter a, since otherwise w '= b k, for some k, and 
d c ~k  contrary to the strong incomparability. 
Assume w = ua, with u nonempty. Since d ~7Yc7~" ,  it follows as 
above that w' contains at least once the letter a. Set w' = u'ab k, ~/= h(u), 
~ '  = h(u'). Then, by hypothesis h(w) = 295¢" ~ h(w') = ~,,~¢,~k. Now ff  is 
a full semi-AFL, therefore ~ '~ = f fS .  
From f f J  ~ f f ,~k ,  S & j~k ,  it follows by Greibach's lemma that 
c ~/'. Consequently, u is a subpattern of u', and w is a subpattern of 
Wt. 
As shown by Higman [16] and Haines [15], each set of incomparable 
words in A +, for the subpattern relation, is finite. As a consequence, we 
have: 
COROLLARY 3. I f  d and ~ are strongly incomparable, then each set of 
pairwise incomparable full semi-AFLs in S(d ,  ~)  is finite. 
We now consider full AFLs and we show that analogous results to 
Theorem 1 and 2 hold. dand 3 being full semi-AFLs as above, we define, 
for a word 
w=ele  2 . . . c .  with c i=a  or e i=b,  
i f"  = };(w) = ¢, ~z""  ¢ . ,  where ~ = d if c i = a and ~,. = ~ if c, = b, and 
where ¢ = ~ is the full AFL generated by P .  The notation is consistant 
since 
Setting 
we have 
THEOREM 2'. 
~(~¢, ~)  = tP I  ~ s (~,  _~)} 
Assume that ~¢" and ~ are strongly incomparable full 
semi-AFLs, let w, w' be in A +, and define ~ = l~(w), ~ '  = ~(w'). Then 
~ c ~/-' iff w is a subpattern of w'. 
Proof It is almost the same as for Theorem 2. The if part is 
straightforward. The only if part is again proved by induction on the length 
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of the word w. If w is a letter, say w = a, then w' contains the letter a, since 
otherwise w '= b k for some k, and S c ~k  contrary to the strong incom- 
parability. Assume w = ua, with u nonempty. Since S c ~f  c 7~' it follows 
as above that w' contains the letter a at least once. 
Set 
w' = u'ab I', ~" = t~(u), ~"  = [i(u'). 
Then, by hypothesis: 
/ 'x 
ti(w) = ~2~ ~ £(w' )  = P 'd~ ~. 
/"k Now Z/' is a full semi-AFL, therefore ~ 'd~ = ~'d~ k. 
From ~2j  c ~"d3  ~, and S ~ d~ k, it follows by Greibach's lemma 
that ~ c ~ ' .  By induction, u is a subpattern of u', and consequently w is a 
subpattern of w'. | 
In the next section, we will give the proof of the following theorem. 
THEOREM 4. The full semi-AFL Lin and Rocl are strongly incom- 
parable. 
As a corollary, we have by Theorem 1: 
THEOREM 5. The semigroup S(Lin, Rocl) is f ree.  
Of course, Theorem 2 and Corollary 3 give analogous statements. In 
particular, every set of pairwise incomparable full semi-AFLs built up by 
substitution from Lin and Rocl is finite. That proves, in this special case, a 
conjecture of Greibach [11], stating that every set of pairwise incomparable 
full semi-AFLs is finite. As another corollary, we have by the analogue to 
Theorem 1 for full AFLs. 
THEOREM 5'. The semigroup ~(Lin, Rocl) is free. 
Consider the following special case. For positive integers nl, n 2 ..... n2p set 
/x. ,A. 
S(n l ,  n2 ..... n2p) -- (Lin)"l(Ocl)n:(Linf 3'.. (Ocl) n2~. 
Thus 
S(n l ,  n2 ..... n2p) --- t~(a"B"2a ~3 "." b"2P). 
Since an~b "2 . . .  b ~ is a subpattern of the word am~b m2 ...  b m2p iff 
n l~ml ,  n2~m2, . . . ,n2p~m2p.  
We obtain, using Theorem 2': 
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COROLLARY 6 (Greibach [12]). For positive n I ..... nEp ,m I ..... mEp 
f (n, ..... n2p ) c t (m 1 ,..., m2p )
if  and only if n 1 <~ ml ..... n2; ~< m2p. 
4. PROOF OF THEOREM 4 
In order to fix notation, we denote by D and PAL the following 
languages: 
D is generated by S ~ SS,  S ~ aSff, S ~ e, 
PAL is generated by S ~ aS& S ~ bSb, S ~ e. 
It is well known that D and PAL are generators of the full semi-AFLs Rocl 
and Lin, respectively. 
LEMMA 1. The language PAL # PAL is not in Lin(Rocl)*. 
LEMMA 2. The language D # D is not in Rocl(Lin)*. 
These two lemmas suffice to prove Theorem 4. Indeed, PAL # PAL is in 
Lin, and D#D is in Rocl. Thus by Lemma 1, PAL#PAL is in 
/x  :~ 
Lin - Lin(Rocl) , and by Lemma 2, D # D is in Rocl -- Rocl(Lin)*. Conse- 
quently, Lin and Rocl are strongly incomparable. 
Lemma 1 is an easy consequence of the following two propositions, due to 
Latteux. 
PROPOSmON 1 [18]. Let  S be a ful l  semi-AFL, and let L1 ,Lg  be 
languages over disjoint alphabets. Then L ILEE  L in t  implies L 1 ~ S or 
LEG-@. 
PROPOSITION 2 [19]. Let  .~ be a ful l  semi-AFL. Then L inc  f *  /ff 
L inc  f .  
Proof  o f  Lemma 1. Let PAL' be a copy of PAL over a new alphabet. 
Assume that PAL # PAL is in Lin(Rocl)*. Since the latter family is a full 
semi-AFL, it is easily seen that PAL • PAL' is also in Lin(Rocl)*. But then, 
by Proposition 1, PAL is in (Rocl)*. Since PAL is a generator of Lin, this in 
turn implies that Lin is contained in (Rocl)*. By Proposition 2, it follows 
that L inc  Rocl, whence a contradiction. II 
At present, no results like Propositions 1 and 2 are known for the full 
semi-AFL of restricted one-counter languages. This explains why the proof 
of Lemma 2 is much more complicated than the proof of Lemma 1. 
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We first recall the definition and some basic facts concerning (gram- 
matical) systems of very strict iterative pairs. Since the proof of Lemma 2 is 
by contradiction, we first show that a certain language must have systems of 
pairs of a certain type (Lemma 4), and then use the fact that another 
language cannot have systems of pairs of this type (Lemma 6). 
Let L c X* be the context-free language generated by some context-free 
grammar G. Let h:Y*~X*  be a decreasing homomorphism (i.e., 
h(Y)~Xt._) {g}). Then h- I (L )=L  ' is context-free, and there is a canonical 
(see, e.g., [7]) construction of a grammar which we denote by G' = h-~(G) 
such that L(h-I(G))--= h-1(L(G)). I fK  is a regular subset of Y* specified by 
some finite automaton, then L' ~ K is again context-free, and there is also a 
canonical construction of a grammar G~ derived from G' such that 
L(G~) = L' ~ K. Finally, let g : Y* ~ X* be a homomorphism. Again, each 
context-free grammar G over Y* gives, by a canonical construction, a
grammar g(G) such that L(g(G))=g(L(G)) .  Putting these constructions 
together, it makes sense to speak of the grammar 
g((h- l(a)),,) 
generating the language g(h-1(L )~ K), where L = L(G). This will be used 
in Lemma 8, and in the proof of Lemma 2. 
We now recall the definition of iterative pairs, and of systems of iterative 
pairs [3]. 
DEFINITION 1 [5](Iterative pair). Let L ~X*  be a language. A sequence 
= (x, u, y, v, z) of words in X* is an iterative pair in L if: 
(i) xu"yvnz is in L for all n >~ 0; 
(ii) uv 4= e. 
DEFINITION 2. An iterative pair ~ in L is very strict if 
xu"yvmz C L ~ n = m. 
Now we consider sequences of words of the form 
0 = (X0, Ul,  X 1 ..... Xm_ l ,  Urn , Xrn)o 
L being a language, we define: 
Exp(0, L) = {(k,,..., kin) @ ~m lxoU]~Xl Uk2z ".. ukm~Xm ~ L }. 
We introduce the following additional notations: 
3 - -  {(n ,  n)l nc  N} N 
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ForPcN 2, Q c Nq q 
P * Q = {(p, k, ..... kq,p')l (p,p') E P, (k, ..... kq) E Q}. 
DEFINITION 3 (Systems of iterative pairs). Let L c X* be a language. A 
sequence of words in X* 
0 = (XO, U 1, X 1,..., Xzn_ 1 , U2n , X2n ) 
is a system of very strict iterative pairs of length n in L if one of the 
following conditions is satisfied: 
(i) n = 1 and 0 is a very strict iterative pair in L. Set Diag(0) = zl, 
(ii) n>l  and 
(ii.1) n = (.X'0, Ul,  X lX  2 °'° UZn_lX2n_l , U2n , X2n ) 
is a very strict iterative pair in L;  
(ii.2) 0' = (xou~xl, u2, x 2,..., u2,_1, x2,_1 u2,x2,) 
is a system of very strict iterative pairs in L; 
(ii.3) Exp(0, L )  = Diag(0), where 
Diag(0) = A * Diag(0'). 
(iii) n > 1 and there is some integer p (1 ~<p < n) such that: 
(iii.1) 01 ~--- (X0, Ul ,X I , . . .  , U2p , X2pU2p+l "'" UznXzn), 
1~2 = (X0Ul "'" U2pXzp, U2p+ 1, X2p+ 1,'",  Uzn, ')t~2n) 
are systems of very strict iterative pairs in L; 
(iii.2) Exp(0, L )  = Diag(0), where 
Diag(0) = Diag(0 0 × Diag(02). 
If 0 is defined by conditions (ii), we write 0 = ~ * 0'; if 0 is defined by 
condition (iii), then we write 0 = 01 × 02. The iterative pairs appearing in the 
construction of a system are called the underlying iterative pairs of the 
system. The system 0 is a system for the word x =XoUlXx . . .  X2n_lU2nX2n •
We now consider a fixed alphabet Z = {e, Y}, and denote by Dz the Dyck 
language over 27. 
DEFINITION 4. 
pairs in L is 
z(O, L) = e~ 
= ez(O', L) 
= x(O,, L)  z(O , L) 
The type z(O, L) of a system 0 of very strict iterative 
if 0 is an iterative pair; 
if 0 = ~r • 0'; 
if 0 = 01 × 0 2 • 
The type clearly is a word in D z. 
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Before starting the next definition, consider a context-free grammar 
G = (V, X, P, S), and two derivations 
S-~ x, A-~ w, 
with x ~ X*, w E (Vk3X)* .  The derivation A z~ w is said to be induced by 
S ~ x iff there is a derivation w ~ y such that the derivation tree for A -~ y is 
a subtree of the derivation tree for S ~ x. (This means that the tree for A ~ w 
has an occurrence in the tree S ~ x.) 
DEFINITION 5 (Grammatical systems). Let L ~X*  be a context-free 
language, and let G = (V, X, P, S) be a context-free grammar generating L. 
Let 
O= (x o, ul,..., u2~,x2n ) 
be a system of very strict iterative pairs in L. Then 0 is grammatical with 
respect o G and has pivot w ~ (VUX)*  if 
(i) n = 1 and w C V, and there exist derivations 
S 2~ XoWX2,  W ffZ) Ul WU2, W ff-~ Xl  . 
(ii) 0 = 7~ • 0', and n is an iterative pair with pivot w, 0' is a gram- 
matical system with Pivot w' and further 
W ~ X 1 WtX2n_ 1 ' 
(iii) 0 = 01 × 02, and 01 (resp. 02) is a grammatical system of length k 
and pivot w~ (resp. of length n - k and pivot w2), and further 
S ~XoWX2n, where w= wlx2kw2. 
If x = x o ul "" uz,x2n and S ~ x is a derivation, then the grammatical system 
0 is extracted from this derivation if all the derivations involving the pivots 
are induced by this derivation. 
Many examples of all these notions can be found in [3 ]. 
We are now ready to start the proof of a series of preliminary lemmas. 
Define a sequence (an) of types of systems by 
a l=eG a~+l=eana~ (n>~ 1). 
Next, for each integer k ~> 1, set 
L(k) = 1) ~ (a+a÷) ~-~. 
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The following lemma is a slight generalization of Lemma VIII.7.13 of [3] 
and is proved in the same manner: 
LEMMA 3. Let k >/1. For any grammar H generating L(k), there exists 
a word x in L (k), such that for any derivation S -~* x, there is a system of 
very strict iterative pairs for x in L(k), with type ak, which is grammatical 
with respect o H, and which is extracted from the derivation. 
We use this lemma in order to derive the key argument needed later. Let # 
be a new symbol. 
LEMMA 4. Let k >/1. For any grammar G generating L(k) # L(k), there 
exists a system of very strict iterative pairs in L (k )# L(k) with type akak, 
which is grammatical with respect o G. 
Proof. Set X= {a,d}, Y=XU {#}, M(k)=L(k )#L(k ) ,  and let 
G= (V, Y,P,S) be a context-free grammar generating M(k). For each 
variable A in V, define L(GA) = {w ~ Y* I A ~ w}. Without loss of generality 
we may assume that G is reduced, that means that: (i) the axiom S does not 
appear in the right members of rules and for T v~ S, there does not exist a 
rule T-~e. (ii) each nonterminal generates at least one terminal word. 
(iii) each nonterminal can be obtained by a derivation from the axiom. We 
may assume that L(Ga) is infinite for each nonterminal A. 
We partition the set V into two subsets in the following manner. Let A be 
in V. If there is a word u in L(GA) containing the letter #, then clearly every 
word in L(GA) contains #. Conversely, if one word u in L(GA) has no 
occurrence of #, then no word in L(GA) contains a #. Thus we may define 
V' = {A ~ VI 3uEX*  # X*,uEL(GA) }, 
w= {A Vl3uEX*,u L(CA)}. 
These two sets indeed constitute a partition of V. We observe first that the 
start symbol S is in Is", and next that for any production A ~ uBv in P, if A 
is in W, then B is in W. This in turn implies that G' - (V', Y~) W, P', S), 
where 
P'= fA- xEPIA V't 
is indeed a grammar. Now we verify the following 
Claim. The language L(G') is finite. 
Indeed, assume the contrary. Then there are a variable T in V', and words 
u', x', w', y', v' ~ (Y~) W)* such that x'y' 4= e and 
S * ~ u'Tv', T -~ x'Ty', T * ~ w'. 
G ~ G '  G '  
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Further, there are words u, x, w, y, v in Y* such that 
u'J~-~u'G x' *~x,~ w' *~w,G Y'--~Y' 
G 
Moreover, since G is reduced and x 'y '¢  ~, we may assume that xy4= e. 
Next, observe that T is in V'. Consequently w contains the letter #,  and 
w = r # s for some r, s ~ X*. It follows that 
ux"r # sy'v ~ L(k) # L(k) for all n ) 0. 
But this implies that txla = Ixt~, l Yla = l YI~, because L(k) is contained in D, 
and also that x,y E a* W d* because L(k) is contained in (a+d+) 2k-'. 
Thus x = y = e, a contradiction. This proves the claim. 
Since the original grammar G is reduced, the grammar G' is also reduced. 
Consequently L(G'A) is finite for each A in V'. We now modify the grammar 
G in the following way. For each variable A in V' - {S}, we replace all 
occurrences of A in the right-hand sides of productions in G by all words in 
L(G'A). Since these languages are finite, and are subsets of (YU  W)*, the 
resulting set of productions P is finite and defines a new grammar 
= (WU {S}, Y,/5, S) 
which is equivalent o G. Since all self-embedding variables of G are also 
self-embedding in G, it follows that any system of iterative pairs which is 
grammatical with respect o G is also grammatical with respect o G. Note 
also that S is the only variable in G which derives into words containing #. 
Thus the S-productions in G are 
S~ 71# 61, S--* Y2#fi2 ..... S~ 7 ,#f t , ,  (4.1) 
where n >~ 1 is some integer and ~1 ..... 7,, 51 .... ,5 ,  are in (WUX)*. Setting 
L i={wEX*17 i - -~w }, Mi={w@X*]cSi -~w},  /=1  ..... n, 
we have 
Since 
we also have 
showing that 
L(G) =M(k)  --nL 1 #M,  k) ... LAL n #M, .  
L i # Mj ~ M(k), 
M(k)  = (L  1 t_) . . .  U Ln) # ( i  1 ~) ... U Mn) ' 
M(k) = L(H), 
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where H is the grammar obtained from (7 by replacing the productions (4.1) 
by the set 
with A and B two new variables. Of course, we have 
L(G)  = i (g~)  = i (~) ,  
where H A, (resp HB) are the same as H, but with axiom A (resp. B). Let x A 
and x B be words in L(k )  satisfying Lemma 3 for the grammars H A and H~, 
respectively. Since xA # xB is in L(G), there is an integer i such that 
S ~T i#6 i - -~XA#XB'  
whence 
A ' 7i - -~  XA, B ~ 6 t -~  x~ (4.2) 
H,4 HA HB HB 
According to Lemma 3, the words xA, xB have systems of very strict iterative 
pairs, of type ak, grammatical with respect to H A and to H B, which are 
extracted from the derivations (4.2). 
Let Ta, T B be the pivots of these systems. Then TA :# A, T s ~ B, and we 
have 
A ~Ti - -~ZoTAZl - - -~XA,  
HA HA HA 
B ~i -~toTBt l -~XB,  
HB H B HB 
for some words z 0, z I , t o, t 1 in X. Note that all but the first step of both of 
these derivations are also derivation steps with respect o the grammar (7. 
Consequently we have 
S ~ l~ i~ i~-~zoTAzaCPtoTBta - -~U XA~XB,  
showing that TAz 1 # t o T B is the pivot of a system of very strict iterative 
pairs of type aka k for x A # x B and grammatical with respect o G, whence 
also grammatical with respect o the original grammar. I 
We now consider systems of iterative pairs in generators of full semi- 
AFLs. First we need two 
Notations. Let L cX* ,  Ma Y* be languages over disjoint alphabets. 
Then 
L T M = {a lmla2m 2 ... akin k, 
k>~ 1, a I ..... ak ~X,a  I ... ak EL ,  ma,... ,mk C M}. 
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If G = (V, X, P, S), H = (W, Y, Q, T) are context-free grammars with 
L(G) = L, L(H)= M, such that VN W= 0, then we define 
GT H= (VU W, XU Y,P 'UQ,  S), 
where P' is obtained from P by replacing in the right-hand sides of 
productions in P each occurrence of a letter a ~ X by aT. Then one has 
L(G ~ H)=L  7 M. 
Next define a sequence PAL. (n/> l) of languages by 
PAL ,=PAL ,  PAL.+1 = PAL ~ (PAL~, d.) +, n>~ 1, 
where PAL~, is a copy of PAL. over a new alphabet and d. is a new letter. 
LEMMA 5. The full semi-AFL Rocl(Lin)" is principal, and D T PAL, is 
a generator for this full semi-AFL. 
Proof It is a well known [3] that PAL is a generator for Lin, and that D 
is a generator for Rocl. By a general result of [9], it follows that 
D T (PAL, d,) + is a generator for Rocl(Lin)'. But it has been shown in [2] 
that for any language L, D T (Ld) + and D T L generate the same full semi- 
AFL. This gives the desired result. | 
Define a sequence Gn of grammars by: G is the grammar for PAL given at 
the beginning of this section, and G,+ 1 = GI ~ H ' ,  where H'~ is the grammar 
for (PAL, d,) + derived in the usual way from the grammar G, generating 
PAL,. Then L(G,) = PAL, for all n >~ 1. 
LEMMA 6. [3] I f  PAL, has a system of very strict iterative pairs of type 
ap, grammatical with respect o G,, then p <~ n. 
The following property is well known [8]. 
LEMMA 7. Let A and B be two languages uch that B is in the full semi- 
AFL generated by A. Then there are two homomorphisms q~and q/, and a 
regular language K, such that 
B = ~[~o-'(A )A  K]. 
LEMMA 8 (Transfer theorem for systems of iterative pairs) [1 ]. Let A and 
B be context-free languages uch that B is in the full semi-AFL generated by 
A and set B = qJ[o-l(A) N K] with the meaning of the previous lemma. Let 
G be a eontextfree language generating A, and let H= ~[~0-1(G)~:] be the 
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corresponding rammar generating B. For any system of very strict iterative 
pairs 
0 ~- (X0,U 1 ..... U2n, X2n ) 
in B grammatical with respect to H, there exists a system of very strict 
iterative pairs of the same type 
I ! l O' = (Xo,  u l  ,..., u ; , ,  x2 , )  
in A grammatical with respect o G, such that 
(i) Exp(0',A) = Exp(0, B), 
(ii) XoU ~' . . . . . .  ~'tk2n~'2t ~2n ~ ~l][~9--1(XtoUtlkl U tk2n~,.Zn ~2n,.]C3 K] ,  
for all (k~ ..... k2. ) in Exp(0',A). 
Proof of Lemma 2. By contradiction. Assume that D#D is in 
Rocl(Lin)" for some n. Since for each k, M(k) is in the full semi-AFL 
generated by D # D, Lemma 5 implies that for all k ~> 1, M(k) is in the full 
semi-AFL generated by D T PAL.. Let Z be the alphabet over which 
D T PAL. is defined, and define k = n + 1. In view of Lemma 7, there exist 
homomorphisms ~0, gt, and a rational anguage K (depending on M(k)) such 
that 
M(k) = T PAL, )  • K). 
Now let G=G O T G. be the grammar generating D T PAL.,  and set 
H = ~u([~0-1G]K). According to Lemma 4, the language M(k) has a system 0 
of very strict iterative pairs of type aka k grammatical with respect o H, and 
in view of the transfer theorem (Lemma 8), the language D T PAL. has a 
system 0' of very strict iterative pairs of the same type aka k. Set 
0 '= (n~ .01) X (~ * 0~), 
! f I t where ~z 1.01 and ~2'  02 have type ak=a.+ 1. None of the very strict 
underlying pairs zr], ~r~ can be an iterative pair in PAL. since otherwise 
PAL n would have systems of type a.+ 1, contradicting Lemma 6. Therefore, 
setting 
! / 
'=(x 'o ,  ' ' ' ' 7~tl X ~2 U l 'X I ' U2' X2' 
' contains at least one letter in X= {a, d}. each of the words u'l, u~, u~, u 4 
Denote by 2 the projection of the alphabet Z onto X. Then it is easily seen 
that for 
w~(nl,n2,n3,n4) ~ tnl ! /n2 t t.3 ; /n4 ¢ ~XoU 1 X lU 2 X2U3 X3U4 X 4 
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one has 
w'(nl, n2, n3, n4) ¢ D T PAL?1 -¢~ 2w'(nl, n2, n3, n4) ~ D, 
This implies first that 
r--{u lo- lu',l  > 0, 
since 7~'~, zr~ are iterative pairs. Next 
s = lu' t - !u' lo > o 
2(w'(1 +s,  1, 1, 1 + r)) ED,  
and consequently 
w'(1 + s, 1, 1, 1 + r) is in D T PALn. (4.3) 
On the other hand the system 0 in L(k)#L(k)  has type aka ~, and has the 
form 
0 = 0l) x * 00. 
Setting 
~1 X Tg 2 ~- (X 0, U l ,X  1 , U 2, X2, U3, X3, U 4, X4), 
notice that, from the proof of Lemma 4, it comes that the special etter # 
occurs in x2 that is x 2 ~ y # z for some y, z ~ X*. Define 
nl 712 713 ?~4 
w(n I , rt 2 ,  t/3 , H4) -~-~ X0 U 1 X lU  2 XZU 3 X3b/4 3(7 4 • 
Then by Lemma8(ii), w(ni,n~,u3,n4) is in M(k) whenever w'(nl,n2,n3,n4) 
is in DTPAL~. Consequently by (4.3), w(1 +s , l , l ,  1 +r )  is 
in L(k) # L(k), whence both xou ] +'x IUzy and also XoU~X 1uzy are in L(k). 
But this is impossible because zrl is a very strict iterative pair and therefore 
{ul la - l u~ I~ > 0. This concludes the proof of Lemma 2. | 
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